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If you …

seek a lively and critical exchange with colleagues

 to present and develop your ideas and concepts on 
training, education and science / teaching in techni-
cal disciplines in theory and practice,

 to integrate the world’s cultural diversity, its traditions 
and further advancements into your work,

 to reflect, discuss and implement the dimensions 
of sustainability1 in science teaching, research and 
development,

 enjoy preparing young people to embrace the 
responsibility they carry for our world and fostering 
them as human beings,

 appreciate  thinking outside the box as an intellectual 
challenge

… then it is worth your while to get to know the IPW –
and become a member.

1 Cf.: Engineering Initiative UNESCO 2011

Registration/Contact

Email is at: 
info@ipw-edu.org

Visit us at::  
www.ipw-edu.org 
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Engeneering Education

perceives itself as a panel 

 for everyone of vocational and academic education 
as well as economy and politics who is interested in 
technical education – nationally and internationally,

 for an exchange on science and studies of technical 
disciplines, their engineering pedagogic approaches 
and theories,

 to discuss and critically appreciate current diverse 
and innovative concepts and examples of technical 
education,

fosters 

 a fertile academic dialogue, which seizes the di-
versity and abundance of academic traditions and 
developments in various cultures,

 a technical education for a comprehensive sustaina-
ble development1 in the sense of the European and 
extra- European Humanism2, which encompasses 
the caring for a natural environment,

advocates

 the unrestricted accessibility of knowledge on engi-
neering education, developed all over the world, to 
everyone who is interested as a requirement for a 
lively discussion,

 the fostering of a fair development of technical edu-
cation on a partnership basis throughout the world.

2 Cf.: Universal Declaration of Human Rights, UN 1948  
  Seville Statement on Violence, UNESCO 1986

Our Activities

Within a national and international  
scope, we host

 academic conferences – in particular, we keep up 
with the tradition of “Regional Conferences on  
Engineering Education”

 lecture events,

 workshops,

 advanced trainings on technical education and  
engineering pedagogy,

and

 release academic publications,

 inform the public on issues of technical education 
and engineering education,

 develop modules for advanced didactical training of 
engineering pedagogues.


